On Firedance Island

by Sue S. Leth

My Father’s death was accidental when
I was invitro. I became a woman, a grown-up
orphan, there would be no infant, no child,
I understood
My Mother built the concrete wall when
I was invitro. It was meant to come between
us, before we’d met,
I understood
At birth, I became the sole proprietor
of a dark well where she stored
the improprieties of an unfaithful
husband in a three year marriage,
I understood
Fear, regret, anger, sorrow, remorse,
were not allowed to exist in her
consciousness, her piano was her
emotional outlet,
I understood

Manuel deFalla’s Firedance was all consuming.
The frigid hard resonance – pounded over and
over – was alarming, discordant, exhausting,
I understood
Alone in my crib, I rode the waves of dissonance
meant to drown a bewitched love, and a child’s basic needs.
Alone on a raft, I knew not to make a sound to
disrupt her music,
I understood
I understood
I understood
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